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Optical Character Recognition (OCR) plays an essential role in today's fast-growing
technical world. In the present scenario, OCR for the diversity of languages is gaining
significant attention. Abundant work has been already carried out for numerous Indian
regional scripts, like Bangla, Devanagari, Gurumukhi, Kannada, Malayalam, Oriya, Tamil,
Telugu, etc. Adequate research work has been found for Gujarati OCR but still, an immense
amount of research work can be accomplished for the improvement of Gujarati language
character's recognition.
The paper enlightens overview of various aspects of Optical Character Recognition of
Gujarati typed and handwritten characters.
Gujarati is one of the popular Indian languages and Gujarati script is inherited from
Devanagari script. OCR results of Gujarati script is still not as much good as other
International and regional languages.
In this paper, we have reviewed utmost written research papers and articles relevant to this
topic and have also interpreted the various techniques to perform OCR operations on Gujarati
typed and handwritten characters.
We also discussed different approaches which are used to perform OCR operations on
Gujarati script for ongoing and future research works based upon analyzed papers.
Keywords— OCR, Optical Character Recognition, Gujarati OCR, printed Gujarati
characters OCR, Gujarati typed and handwritten characters OCR
Introduction :
Optical character recognition (OCR) is an approach to identify digitally typed or
handwritten text characters, which enables to transform the variety of documents, like
digitally scanned images or images captured by a camera, Portable Document Format (PDF)
into text data which can be used to edit or search after the OCR operation completion.
The Gujarati language is a popular regional language among 22 official languages of India
[1]. Gujarati OCR is an extremely difficult task either it's for digitally typed printed
characters or handwritten letters because of the complexity of script.
Plenty of research works are going on cotinuosly to make- OCR quality much better than
the existing for many languages and Gujarati is one of them. Although many researchers are
working to give much better solution for effective OCR, still Gujarati OCR isn‘t that good
while it comes to quality of results.
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Fig. 1 Gujarati Digits
I.

Understanding Gujarati Script

Gujarat is a developed state India in almost every aspect where the Gujarati language is
widely used. Gujarati script is evolved from Devanagari to transcribe the Gujarati language.
The notable dissimilarity between Devanagari and Gujarati script is the disappearance of
―Shirorekha‖ in Gujarati Script.
Shirorekha is the top horizontal stroke which connects characters with each other in
Devanagari Script. Apart from that, both the scripts are identical to each other. Gujarati script
is consisting of mainly 60 characters which are bifurcated into following:


Digits – 10



Vowels – 13



Consonants – 37

Fig. 2 Gujarati Vowels

Fig. 3 Gujarati

Consonants
Fig.1, 2 and 3 representing Gujarati Digits, Vowels, and Consonants respectively. These
are the building blocks of the Gujarati script. Further comes Diacritics and Conjuncts which
are used to make new meaningful words.
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Fig. 4 Main Gujarati Diacritics with Example

Fig.5 Gujarati Conjuncts
Fig.4, and 5 showing Gujarati Diacritics and Conjuncts which makes Gujarati script more
effective in writing as well as in speaking while using for communication.
After this, all comes a special character ―Virama‖ which can be used with almost every
consonant to make it half-conjoined. These all above are a useful part of Gujarati script which
makes it different and unique from other similar scripts.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

As compared to previous two decades we have witnessed some polished research work in
the area of Gujarati OCR, but still, it can be explored efficiently to enhance the existing
position of Gujarati OCR based system. We reviewed many of research reports, articles and
conference preceding and after that, we found that some of the research is the foundation
stone of Gujarati OCR.
In our review, we analyzed that, Gujarati script is still far behind than the other regional
languages like Bangla, Devanagari, Kannada, Tamil, Telugu etc when it comes to the
comparative ratio of OCR success rates.
Mitul Modi, Fedrik Macwan, and Ravindra Prajapati did an in-depth survey for the
identification of Gujarati characters in which they enlightened the whole process of character
identification [2].
Chhaya Patel and Apurva Desai worked on handwritten Gujarati character‘s recognition
with the use of a hybrid method based on Binary Tree classifier and kNN and achieved
overall 63.1% of accuracy [3].
Shailesh A. Chaudhari and Ravi M. Gulati addressed the solution for the difficulty of script
identification in bilingual documents images in which they identified mixed Gujarati and
English digits using kNN Classifier with 99.23% of overall accuracy [4].
Prachi Solanki and Malay Bhatt experimented using Hopfield neural network to perform
OCR operation on printed Gujarati script and gained 93.25% accuracy overall [5].
Sameer Antani and Lalita Agnihotri achieved 63% of accuracy with the uses of Euclidean
Minimum Distance and kNN classifier along with Hamming Distance classiﬁer for binary
space calculation for Gujarati OCR [6].
Jitendra Dholakia, Atul Negi, and S. Rama Mohan emphasized on zone-based
identification technique for printed Gujarati characters [13].
Swital J. Macwan and Archana N. Vyas represented a systematic classification of
handwritten offline Gujarati characters OCR [14].
These all above-mentioned approaches required some manual work to be done on almost
every step which can be automated up to some extent with the use of the existing OCR
engines which are really effective when it comes to OCR operations.
Tesser act is one of them which is used by many researchers worldwide to perform OCR
operations on different national and international language‘s scripts because that can be
trained as similar as we train any core neural network based mechanism as it‘s already a part
of it in many OCR engines. To train Tesseract OCR engine one can gain the information on
the official repositories which are managed by Google Inc. [7-8, 12].
Md. A. Hasnat, Muttakinur R. Chowdhury and Mumit Khan presented a systematic way
and integrated Bangla script with the use of Tesseract OCR engine to perform OCR operation
using Tesseract on Bangla script [9].
We found that some Indian researchers tried using Tesseract in their research as well. Nitin
Mishra, C. Patvardhan, C. Vasantha Lakshmi and Sarika Singh integrated Shirorekha
Chopping into Tesseract OCR engine for better OCR operations for Hindi [10].
Chirag Patel, Atul Patel, and Dharmendra Patel also used Tesseract OCR for the general
detailed case study on OCR using Tesseract and found it quite useful to perform OCR
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operations [11]. After this deep analysis of literature in Gujarati and general OCR field, we
found that traditional as well as current latest OCR engines are also capable of performing
effective OCR operation and can be improved too for feature enhancement.
Apart from this all we came to know about some very challenging aspects of Gujarati
handwritten OCR which are having various segmentation problems and affect the results of
OCR‘s accuracy and that is so well covered by Rakesh R. Savant and Preeti P. Bhatt [15].
III.

Basic Steps of Gujarati Character Recognition

After the literature review, we explored that each OCR research operation may have the
following common steps which may differ in implementation but all the steps are necessary
to carry out the basic OCR on any language‘s character recognition. The major steps which
are as followed: Input of Image/ Document (know as Image Acquisition or Digitization too),
Pre-Processing, Segmentation, Feature Extraction, Classification, Recognition, PostProcessing, Output as shown in the below fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Basic Steps of OCR
Fig. 6 representing the basic steps of OCR needed to be performed OCR operation for any
language‘s script recognition. Further, these steps are majorly categorized in there of the most
important parts of the process as shown in following fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Major Steps and Sub steps to perform OCR Operation
Fig. 7 Showing major steps and their substeps to perform OCR operations in a systematic
approach.
A. Pre-Processing
Pre-processing is the initial stage of any OCR in which pre-processing work is performed
to acquire images using cameras or scanners and after that, some more processing has been
carried out to make those images appropriate for further operations. Basically pre-processing
step is divided into following sub-steps:
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II.

Digitization
This is the very first phase of pre-processing step in which the physical or
digital document is transformed into images/files using scanners, high-quality
cameras or other techniques to make it capable to be processed by a computer system.
This process is also called an image acquisition.
Thresholding
After the digitization now it comes to thresholding where the image is
processed and gets converted into a binary image which is consist of two values (0) or
(1) respectively for each pixel value. Thresholding can be done by two methods
namely global thresholding and adaptive thresholding [2].
Skew / Angle Detection
Skew detection or angle detection is performed to recognize skewed images
angle if any of image wasn‘t taken or scanned properly, to make it correct there are
several skew correction algorithms can be applied.

III.

Apart from these basic steps of pre-processing there can be some more steps which can be
added as per the need of research.
B. Segmentation
Segmentation is the most adaptive method acquired by almost every OCR as it split the
image into different levels respectively like line, word and characters segments so it makes
easier to recognize the characters. As pre-processing, segmentation is also having separate
steps as following:
I.

II.

Line Segmentation
Line segmentation is performed on the image or document on page level in
which the image or document is segmented into line by line using appropriate
algorithms.
Word Segmentation
Word segmentation is as similar to the line segmentation but it works on the
segmented lines which are further segmented into individual words.

III.

Character Segmentation
Character segmentation takes place on segmented words which chop each of
the characters from the already segmented word.

There are several algorithms and approaches are available for various levels of
segmentation which can be studied and applied as per the requirement. Like: Regiongrowing algorithm and much more.
C. Recognition
Recognition is considered as the most important phase as in this step we perform various
methods and techniques to recognize the script‘s characters.
I.

Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a process which is carried out in the various phases of
segmentation. In feature extraction, each of the characters is processed through the
specific technique used for feature extraction to train and test further. Some of the
well-known feature extraction techniques are Template Matching, Zoning,
Transformations etc.
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Classification
After the feature extraction classification and recognition take place in which
already extracted features are used along with the various methods and classifiers to
classify and recognize each character. Some popular methods and classifiers are
Nearest Neighbor (NN), Euclidean Distance, Neural Network, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), etc.

III.

Text Data / Document
This step can be considered as the last step where we retrieve our classified
data in direct text format or in a document file. Along with this step various postprocessing step like error identification, correction and grouping can be performed as
well for better and quality results.

Challenges in Gujarati OCR
Gujarati script‘s complexity is higher as compared to the other regional languages so
it‘s quite more challenging to perform the Gujarati OCR and get a more effective result.
Some of the challenges which often affects the accuracy and decrease the resulting
quality are as follows :








Similar characters
Font face, size, and style
Diacritics and conjuncts
Skewed characters
Combination of complex half and full characters
Brocken characters
Line spacing, zig-zag line/word or letters.
These are some of the issues which makes Gujarati OCR much more difficult.
Conclusion

The paper covers all the aspects to understand the OCR operation‘s procedure step by step
by involving all the leading conventional work carried out on the typed and handwritten
Gujarati characters OCR.
Gujarati script‘s different part has been included as well to understand it better from the
scratch which will help the upcoming and currently working researchers in this area.
Moreover, this paper also contains the generalized process to perform Gujarati OCR which
includes all the phases required to conduct OCR operations. Still, some efforts are required in
addition to existing research works to strengthened capabilities and to resolve existing
challenges of Gujarati OCR
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